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Cellular Intercept

By using Communication Control Cellular Intercept Systems, Law Enforcement

Agencies can monitor and track criminal and terrorist elements. Enemies of the

state and suspects can dealt with, before they strike.

How? By listening to them. By monitoring their activities. By keeping record logs

of their conversations.

Our communication control technologies can be outfitted for government agencies

looking to acquire a cellular intercept solution for the region they seek to monitor.

A GSM Cellular Interceptor, for example, is able to provide a good deal of

information, whether it is voice or data evidence that needs to be collected.

Our cell catcher can be configured to include an IMSI catcher, IMEI catcher, TMSI

catcher, with or without a 911 pass through solution. These are just some of the

communication control aspects we can offer to Government Agencies and their

authorized representatives.

Items

Cellular Interceptor CC2800X1

A narrow band cellular interceptor can outperform wideband cellular interceptors

during cellular monitoring and cellular intercept operations because of its

sensitivity.

Cellular Interceptors CC2800

Our CC2800 Cellular Interceptors for COMINT are designed on a NarrowBand

platform with multi acquisition commands for target mode and random mode

operability.

GSM Cellular Interceptor

When deploying the GSM Interceptor for communication control with cellular

interception operations, Law Enforcement activate the GSM cellular interceptor

within a specified target area to extract voice and data.
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Cellular Intelligence Catcher

Cellular intelligence for law enforcement and intelligence agencies includes the

extraction of imsi and tmsi data.

Cellular Intercept GSM

The Tactical GSM Mobile Phone Intercept System is a cellular interceptor

performing global cellular interception where the operator can monitor cell phone

calls through the wireless interface.

Cellular Intercept CDMA

cellular intercept for cdma enables cellular monitoring of cdma standards, and a

cdma cell phone intercept enhances cell phone interception operations for law

enforcement

Cellular Intercept TDMA / AMPS

The base version of the Cellular Intercept System originally was used to monitor

conversations when cellular monitoring consisted of tdma intercept and amps

intercept hardware. Today, GSM Intercept is the current medium for monitoring

mobile communications.
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